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A NOTE ON THE CONSISTENCY OF

LIMITATION METHODS

B. CHOUDHARY AND S. K. MISHRA

1.

We denote by w the space of all real or complex valued sequences. ·we

consider matrix transformations Yi = 茫 佑，jXj (that is, y = Ax, where x, y E
j=O

w). We write WA = {x : Ax E w}. Let m, bv, c, c0 be respectively the

spaces of bounded, bounded variation, convergent and null sequences; £= {x :
00

~lxnl < oo}; bv0 = bv n c0. We shall make use of the special sequences
n=O
ek = (0,0,0,···,l,O,O,O,···), e = (1,1,1,···). Denote 6 = {ek}k>O and f:::.+ =

6 + {e}. We now define a sequence space of different type, namely

bA = {x E WA : f an江k~K(A,x) (m,n = 0,1,2,···)}.
k=m

If x E c its limit is denoted by lim x, and if x E CA we denote lim(Ax)
limA x. Denote the set of all e's by

</> = {e, e0, e1, e2, · · ·}.

Then e E cA, ek E cA arc respectively equivalent to the requirements that row

sums of A exist and tend to a limit, or that the k-th column-limit of A exists.

We denote XA = limA e -~limA 茫 whenever this exists and is finite, and
k
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llflll = sup Z:: lank!, finite or not. Note that lA 旦 C~ ~CA~ffiA 戶 WA a.nd
n k

伍 旦 bvA~CA.
We say that A defines a section bounded matrix transformation (introduced

by Wilansky and Zeller [7]), when it belongs to the set

A = {A: CA~bA}

Thus matrices in A have the property

A:'Ix E CA, sup I = ankXk = K(A,x) < oo.
m,n I:

k=m

We define
A0. = {A: c~ 戶 bA}•

A real matrix H = (hnk) is called diagonal positive when

hnk < 0 (0::; k < n), hnn > 0, hnk = 0 (k > n); n, k = 0, l, 2, · · ·,

2.

In [2] the authors have obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for the

consistency of two limitation methods for Norlund summable sequences. The
object of this note is to extend the results obtained in [2] and demonstrate that
by using functional analysis technique the proof becomes easier.

In order to state our theorem we need some definitions.

Let p = (Pn) and q = (qn) be sequences of real or complex numbers such

that qn f; 0 for n~0 and qn = 0, Pn = 0, for n < 0. Let

n

庄 = LPn-頃·
k=O

00

We assume that, for all n, rn f; 0. Let E an be an infiJ;1.ite series with (sn) as
n=O

the sequence of its partial sums. Let (N,p, q) denotes the generalized Norlund
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method in which the sequence (sn) is transformed into'n given by

1
Tn = —立 Pn-k紀k

Tn k=O
(1)

00

If Tn 一 s (finite) as n~oo, then the series E an (or the sequence (Sn)) is said
n=O

to be summable by the generalized Norlund method (N,p, q) to s. We denote it

by 00

Lan = s(N,p,q) or Sn~s(N,p,q).
n=O

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the regularity of (N,p, q) are

n

L IPn-vqvl = 0 [lrnl]
v=O

(n~0) (i)

and

Pn-v = 0 [lrnl] as n~oo (v fixed). (ii)

This follows from Toeplitz's theorem (Hardy (l], Theorem 2). The method
(N,p, q) reduces to the Norlund method (N,p) when qn = 1 for all n (Hardy (l],

p.64) and to the Riesz method (N,q) when Pn = 1 for all n (Hardy (1), p.57).
Given any sequence (Pn), we write

00

p(z) = 芷 PnZn, P-m > 0 (m > 0)
n=O

and
CXJ

[p(z)尸 ＝芷 'Yn户
n=O

whenever the series on the right converges.
It is reasonably familiar that if we define

n

五 ＝芷 Pn-kYk
k=O

then
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Yn =立 n-這
k=O

Applying this with Yk = skqk, Zk = TkTk we find that

1
Sn= - 立n一訌訌k·qn k=O

As usual we say that the sequence (Pn) E M, if po = 1,

Pn > 0, Pn+l Pn+2< <1一· 一一Pn Pn+l

Let A and B be two infinite matrices.
Let

(n = 0,1,· ··).

00

Um = L amnSn,
n=O

CX)

四 ＝芷 bmnSn.
n=O

We say that the A, B transforms are equiconvergent if

立mn - bmn)sn converges for all m,
n=O

and its sum tends to O as m ---+ oo. We shall prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let (N,p) be a Norlund method where Pn EM and let (qn) be
a sequence where each qn 2: 1. Then the necessary and sufficient conditions that
A, B transforms are equiconvergent for all (N,p, q) summable sequences are

(i) lim dmn = 0 for every fixed n;
m-oo

00

(ii) lim~dmn = 0
m-oo n=O

(iii) s叭巨 旦尸五-kl'.':'.M
where dmn = amn - bmn.

In order to prove the theorem we need some known results. We shall see
that by using functional anaylysis technique the proof of -Theorem 1 becomes
easier.
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n
Lemma 1. lfp EM andifqn~b > 0, Tn =~瓦 泅k, then H = (N,p, q)

k=O
is non~negative, normal, regular, and has the normal inverse

n-l = (h-;:t), h-;:t = TkPn-kfqn (0~k < n),
n

where 恥 = I/po, Pk~0 (k 2: l); also I: h註 = 1. It follows that H satisfies
k=O

h-1 n
nk -< 0 (0 < k <-n), I: 屁i 2: 0, and hence H has the section bounded

k=O
property.

This result is known and given in ([7] Kriterium 1, p. 260).

Theorem A. Let H be normal, section bounded, and coregular. In order

that CH 辶 en it is necessary and sufficient that
(i) Xn 函sts;

(ii) IIDH叮 < 00

This theorem follows from a Theorem ([4], Theorem 3, p. 263).

Suppose that 6 = {ek}~沿 This means that 渤 is an AK -space (6 is a

Schauder basis for 西 ）．

Theorem B. Let H be normal, section-bounded, and 6~翊 Then

c'}, 戶 c岱={L'IC 。- CD
T = DH-1 satisfies D = TH, IITII < oo

The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof given in ([4], Theorem 4). We
shall now extend Theorem B. In order to extend Theorem B we need a very
simple lemma.

Lemma 2. If there is a sequence 6 such that H6 = e, then

CH~c'b 今 b E C岱 and c~ 辶 c'iJ.

In the particular application H = (N,p, q), we have t hnk = l阮 every n, or
k=O

that He = e (i.e. 8 = e). So if we write 6+ = 6 U { e} = { e勺 U {e}, Theorem
B and Lemma 2 yield:
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Theorem C. Let H = (N,p, q) where p EM and qn~o > 0. Then

CJI 呈 c怎¢=;- { c,+ c:; C的
T = DH-1 satisfies D = TII, IITII < oo

Remark. More serious is the elimination of the criterion "T
satisfies D = TJI" in Theorem C.

We shall now show that for the matrix H = (N, p, q), this is true.
In order to see this we need the following results:

DJI-1

Lemma 3. Let JI be normal and have the inverse property. Let u be a
positive sequence such that uJI-1 exists and is non-negative. If d 為 a sequence
such that

咋 = o(uk) then dH-1 and (dH-1)H exist, and

d = (dH-1)Il

Proof. Note that H is non-negative. Since 1尸 is diagonal positive and
uH-1 exists, it follows that

00

芝 Un lh;l I < oo, and
n=O

dn = o(Un). This shows that dH-1 exists.

Choose any fixed r~O; then, for any N~r

N

dr = 芷旦nr
n=r
N n

Ld心亞kr
n=r k=r
N oo N oo

= (L L - L L )dnh~一巴
k=r n=k n=r n=N+I

= S1 - S2 (since dH一 1 exists).
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Write

TN ni1;;+I I計 o(1) as N ---+ oo, . dn·smce 一 = o(l).
Un

Then

N oo

IS2I~ 芷 hkr L I心h註 I
k=r n=N+l

N oo

s; TN Lhkr(- 芷 Un櫺 ），
k=r n=N+l

since h註 s; 0 for n > k,
N N

~TN瓦 hkr L Unh註 ，
k=r n=k

N oo
since (I: + I:)unh註 ~0,

n=k n=N+l

N n

= TN I:匹芷櫺 hkr
n=r k=r
N

='TN~Un6nr
n=r

TN叱 ~oasN~oo

It follows that dr = lim S1 = [(dH一1)H]r for r = 0, 1,2,· · ·.
N-+oo

Lemma 4. Let H be normal and have the inverse property. Let u be a
positive sequence such that

Uk+Ihnk ::; Ukhn,k+I (0::; k < n = 1, 2, · · ·).

Then uH-1 exists and is non-negative.

Proof. Write T = (tnk), tnk = 1 (0~k~n), tnk = 0 (k > n); its inverse

1S

r-1 (t~t), t-;;! = 1, t~~一 1 = -1, t~f 0 otherwise.
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Let
9nk hnk -1--; then g忒 = Un9nk and, by hypothesis,

Un
(GT-1户 = 9nk - 9n,k+l :::; 0 for O :::; k < n = 1, 2, 3, · · ·

Hence, (CT-1尸 =Tc-1 is non-negative. That is,

N N

0~(TC万NK =芷 Unh;;I = Ukh~I - L Un因I I,
n=k n=k+I

00

and so I: unh註 converges and is non-negative, for each k.
n=k

In the case H = (N,p, q) we have

Tn

n

（几 =L匹－尹 ）

k=O
hnk = Pn-kqk

Since p E M, it follows that
hnk
— <hn,k+l

•'•qk qk+l
Hence, uk = qk in the last two lemmas. This gives:

If dk = o(qk), then t = dH-1 exists and satisfies d = tH where H = (N,p, q).
Moreover, since qk 2: 8 > 0. It follows that

咋 = o(l) 今咋 = o(qk).

Replacing 咋 by dnk we have:

If Ii严伍 = 0 for each n, then T = DH-1 exists and satisfies D = TH.
Finally, the condition e E en (included in the condition 6十 ~en of Theorem
C) says that

00

li;fl I: dn,k = 0, and in particular this implies that
k=O

li尸nk = 0 for each n.

Thus Theorem C reduces to the form
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Theorem C'Let H == (N,p,q), where p EM and qn~8 > 0. Then

CH_ 旦 Cv~D.-十 <;;; Cv and IIDH-11丨< 00

The conditions on the right of Theorem C'are:

(i) limdmn = 0 for each n(en E en).
m

00

(ii) lim~dmn = 0 (e E en),n n=O
00 00 dmn

(iii) sup~ 叫 2—in-kl< M ( 丨!DH一111<00).
m k=O n=k 佈

Thus the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
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